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SOLUTION FOR SERIALIZATION OF FLAT CARTONS



Track and trace workstation

Trackflat. Serialization of flat cartons.
Trackflat is a workstation for the printing, the control and the serialization of flat cartons
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Compactness
Offline 

production for 
different lines

Quick format 
change Flexibility Easy to use

Trackflat is a compact and versatile 
solution designed to handle flat 
cartons and it is ideal for the 
serialization of small and medium 
sized batches.
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Control results are shown on the display 
in real-time along with instructions
regarding the steps to execute, 
maximizing clarity and visibility for the 
operator.



Native integration with SEA 
Vision systems

Trackflat is a solution that natively 
integrates with trackability systems and 
with Yudoo, the 4.0 software suite for the 
centralized production management.

The workstation is particularly 
compact and ergonomic. Each work 
phase is agile. Format change 
operation is simple and requires very 
few adjustments.

The printing and serialization of flat 
offline cartons makes it capable of 
simultaneously supporting multiple 
packaging lines.

Light units and cameras are specific 
for the optimal reading of variable data 
on flat cartons.

The system is compliant with all the 
regulations of the pharmaceutical 
industry, with user access regulated by 
the directives of the FDA 21 CFR part 11 
regulations. All events are registered in 
an audit trail file. Software 
development is Gamp 5 compliant.

The system is 
specifically 
designed for 
pharma 
market
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The loaded cartons are automatically 
distanced, printed, checked and 
serialized. The wrong cartons are 
automatically sent to a rejection bin 
while the correct cartons are orderly 
sent to a vertical gathering 
compartment in order to be 
transferred to the packaging lines. 

The powerful serialization software 
precisely transmits the machine 
information to subsequent packaging 
line machines.
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